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Original method made by “Housing Environment Design Office” No damage
from the quake, receives a lot of inquiry.
Aseismic Basic Method, developed by an architect company in Koriyama city, Fukushima ken, is
getting a center of attention after the eastern Japan great earthquake. It is cheap price, fast to install
and zero damage by the quake. This method also has a merit of using ground heat through the steel
pipe, and the company is spreading its new method as an original northeast Japan method, where
the earthquake had occurred.

This method uses a specially formed steel pipe pile, where its twisted tip of this pile has a disk called
“Blade Disk Pile” to be embedded into the ground as a base of a house to use its elasticity power of
the steel tube to fend off the quake force. By this original shape of the pile, the company had
obtained two approvals from the Ministry of Land and Transport.

Joint study with University of Japan, Engineering Dept. (Koriyama‐city) proved the maximum 90% of
decrease of amplitude, 60% of maximum increase of the velocity and it proved very high aseismic
properties.

The cost of installation varies from the type of the ground, etc. For two‐stories house of 130 ㎡ floor
area needs 15 to 20 piles of 4‐8m, and it will cost at around 800.000 to 1.200.000 yen. This is one
third of the general aseismic method’s price. The installation period shall be taken one to two days
and no need to do any maintenance work.

Also, this method has a merit to use ground heat to circulate anti‐freezing solution to be a source of
heat pump and can be used for air‐conditioning properties, too.

According to president Kageyama Chiaki, of said company. The installation has been done to 516
houses in Iwate, Miyagi and Fukushima prefecutres where the damage of the earthquake was quite
severe. 1098 houses for whole Tohoku region. There was no damage to the buildings by the quake.

After a big earthquake, the company has been receiving more and more inquiries, especially western
Japan agencies wishes to be an agency for this installation method.

Professor Kato koji (honorary prof. at Tohoku Univ.), from Japan University Engineering Dept.
Machinery Engineering Div. states that “ This method has possibilities both aseismic and ecological
point of view and can change the society after the earthquake. It shall have no problem of spreading

internationally because of cheap steel tube is used. If we expand this techniques as our regions
speciality, that could be a fuel for Tohoku region’s industry boom.
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